
APPENDIX 1 C: COMMANDS: PISTOL SHOOTING

# Commands Duration Actions by Officials Actions by Competitors

1
Competitors, take your position, fill 

magazine.

Untill the range officer is 

satisfied that all competitors 

are in the right position and 

they have ammunition.             

(3 min)

Ready with namelist to confirm that the 

competitor is in the correct shooting point. 

Ammunition is handed to the competitor.

Move to the shooting  line and wait for the 

official to confirm you are in the correct 

shooting point. Fill your magazine.

2

25 meters pistol trial fire. 

5 Rounds in 3 minutes. 

Load & make ready your weapons.

30 seconds Take position behind the competitors.
Put magazine on the weapon, cock the 

weapon, and get ready to fire.

3 Competitors, get ready to fire, line ready. 10 Seconds Keep position behind the competitors.

Wait for command to fire. You must be ready 

to fire at this point no further waiting will be 

allowed.

4 Seconds 5-4-3-2-1-BEEP. 5 seconds Check any person firing before the BEEP. Fire only once the BEEP is sounded.

5 No Commands 2 minute 57 Shoot

6 BEEP for 3 seconds. 3 seconds

Check if any competitor fires a shot after the 

end of the BEEP. As this is trail fire shots after 

the BEEP will carry no penalty but the 

competitor must be made aware that a shot 

was fired out of the time allocated.

Keep on firing untill the BEEP stops. Thus it 

means that whilst the BEEP sounds for 3 

seconds you may still fire rounds.

7 Prepare weapon for inspection. Unlimited (2 min)
Official checks to ensure weapon is empty and 

on safe.
Competitors present weapons for inspection.

Pistol: Trial Fire



# Commands Duration Actions by officials Actions by Competitors

1
Competitors, take your position, fill both 

magazines with at least 4 rounds.
Unlimited (3 min) Take position behind the competitors. Take positions. Fill your magazine.

2

25 meters pistol precision fire. 

2 seperate series of 5 rounds and 4 

rounds each in one minute. 

First series of 5 rounds in one minute. 

Load and make ready your weapons.

30 seconds Keep position behind the competitors.
Put 1st magazine on the weapon, cock the 

weapon, and get ready to fire.

3 Competitors, get ready to fire, line ready. 10 Seconds Keep position behind the competitors.

Wait for command to fire. You must be ready 

to fire at this point no further waiting will be 

allowed.

4 Seconds 5-4-3-2-1-BEEP. 5 seconds Check any person firing before the BEEP. Fire only once the BEEP was sounded.

5 No Commands 57 seconds Shoot

6 BEEP for 3 seconds. 3 seconds

Check if any competitor fires a shot after the 

end of the BEEP. If any competitor fired a shot 

after the end of the BEEP indicate this to the 

range officer.

Keep on firing untill the BEEP stops. Thus it 

means that whilst the BEEP sounds for 3 

seconds you may still fire rounds.

Pistol: Precision Fire (Part One)



# Commands Duration Actions by officials Actions by Competitors

1

25 meters pistol precision fire. 

Second series 4 rounds in one minute. 

Load & make ready your weapons.

30 seconds Take position behind the competitors.

Already in position, put the 2nd  magazine on 

the weapon, cock the weapon, and get in 

position to fire.

2 Competitors, get ready to fire, line ready. 10 Seconds Keep position behind the competitors.

Wait for command to fire. You must be ready 

to fire at this point no further waiting will be 

allowed.

3 Seconds 5-4-3-2-1-BEEP. 5 seconds Check any person firing before the BEEP. Fire only once the BEEP was sounded.

4 No Commands. 57 seconds Shoot

5 BEEP for 3 seconds. 3 seconds

Check if any competitor fires a shot after the 

end of the BEEP. If any competitor fired a shot 

after the end of the BEEP indicate this to the 

range officer

Keep on firing untill the BEEP stops. Thus it 

means that whilst the BEEP sounds for 3 

seconds you may still fire rounds.

6 Prepare weapon for inspection. Unlimited (2 min)
Official checks to ensure weapon is empty and 

on safe.
Competitors present weapons for inspection.

Pistol: Precision Fire (Part Two)



# Commands Duration Actions by officials Actions by Competitors

1
Competitors, take your position, fill the 

magazines.
Unlimited (3 min) Take position behind the competitors.

Take positions. Fill two magazines; each 

magazine must contain at least two rounds.

2

25 meters pistol rapid fire. 

9 rounds in 35 seconds. 

Two magazines must be used. 

Each magazine must contain at least two 

rounds. Load & make ready your 

weapons.

30 seconds
Keep position behind the competitors ensure 

each competitors have two magazines.

Already in position, put the 1st magazine on 

the weapon, cock the weapon and get ready to 

fire.

3 Competitors, get ready to fire, line ready. 10 Seconds Keep position behind the competitors.

Wait for command to fire. You must be ready 

to fire at this point no further waiting will be 

allowed.

4 Seconds 5-4-3-2-1-BEEP. 5 seconds Check any person firing before the BEEP. Fire only once the BEEP was sounded.

5 No Commands. 32 seconds
Check competitors to see if magazine changes 

did take place.

Shoot. During the shooting, the competitor 

changes the magazines.

6 BEEP for 3 seconds. 3 seconds

Check if any competitor fires a shot after the 

end of the BEEP. If any competitor fired a shot 

after the end of the BEEP indicate this to the 

range officer.

Keep on firing untill the BEEP stops. Thus it 

means that whilst the BEEP sounds for 3 

seconds you may still fire rounds.

7 Prepare weapon for inspection. Unlimited (2 min)
Official checks to ensure weapon is empty and 

on safe.
Competitors present weapons for inspection.

Pistol: Rapid Fire


